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CYBERARQs  ARMY OF ALLIES 

 

CyberArq’s security researchers and front-line defenders understand the importance of investigating and 
responding to security issues. We reduce risk with coverage, powered by our bug bounty network of 
cybersecurity experts. Go beyond vulnerability scanners and traditional penetration tests with trusted security 
expertise that scales — and find critical issues faster. 
 
CyberArq’s fully-managed Bug Bounty program fuses analytics, automated security workflows, and human 
expertise to identify and resolve more critical vulnerabilities. 

 
 

 

 

WHY  CYBE RAR Qs  BUG  BOUNTY PROG RAM?  

SK I L L S  &  I N C E N T I V E S  CO N T I N U OU S  COV E RA G E  

Uniquely-skilled hackers compete to find 
vulnerabilities that traditional testing misses. 

Continuous testing helps you stay ahead of 
software release cycles. 

TR I A G E  & RE S U L T S  

Let your team focus on things that really matter, and 
ensure devs gets all the info they need to fix faster. 

 

 

BUG BOUNTY OFFE RI NG S  

CO N T I N U OU S  PRI V A T E  PR OG RA M  

Continuous programs provide on-going assessment of targets. We 
recommend this approach for all customers, especially those with 
high-value targets and those with rapid or agile development 
lifecycles. 

Invite-only programs are only accessible to the Elite CyberArq 
assessors. Some managed bug bounty programs start as private 
while we help your team define the business processes necessary 
for a public bug bounty program. 

PRO JE C T  BA S E D  PU BL I C  P RO G RA M  

Project-based programs offer a time-bound assessment, similar to a 
traditional penetration test. 

Public programs are open to the public. These are shared to the 
public; they often attract a wider variety of testing skills and 
experience to help you find critical vulnerabilities. 

 

 

Our elite bug bounty experts working throughout the entire U.S. and Australia, 

our army is ready to assist you in all your bug bounty needs. The CyberArq army 

comprise of highly knowledgeable white-hat cyber security experts and are 

ready to assist with your bug bounty needs. 

CyberArq’s army of allies understand your organizational bug bounty needs. – Let the pros do it! 
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